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Degenerate optical memory effect in dielectric films with randomly rough surfaces

J. A. Sánchez-Gil
Instituto de Estructura de la Materia, CSIC, Serrano 121, E-28006 Madrid, Spain

~Received 31 January 1997!

By means of perturbation theory we calculate the angular intensity correlations of linearly polarized elec-
tromagnetic waves scattered from a thin dielectric film deposited on a planar perfectly conducting substrate.
The illuminated surface is a one-dimensional, randomly rough surface with a power spectrum given either by
a Gaussian, or by a rectangle defined to enhance the coupling into guided waves. The dielectric film supports,
at least, two guided waves in the absence of the roughness that have distinct wave numbers at the frequency
v of the incident wave. We analyze the angular dependence of the optical memory effect: In addition to its two
well known peaks, we demonstrate that, due to degeneracy of the excitation of guided waves, there appear two
pairs of peaks symmetrically located about the former absolute maxima at positions related to the difference
between the guided wave numbers. This degenerate memory effect is shown to be a multiple scattering effect.
@S0163-1829~97!04723-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The scattering of electromagnetic waves from dense
dom media and rough surfaces has been intensively inv
gated in recent years.1,2 A great deal of attention has bee
paid not only to the first statistical moments of the scatte
intensity, such as the angular distribution of its average,
also to other relevant physical magnitudes such as the in
sity correlations. These correlations describe how the spe
pattern, formed as a result of the interference among
domly scattered waves, evolves when one or more par
eters of the scattering system are changed. In early w
Leger et al.3 studied both experimentally and theoretica
the angular intensity correlations, finding that the spec
pattern rotates as the direction of the incident beam
changed, simultaneously losing its resemblance with the
tial intensity distribution. With respect to this, we mentio
the work by Goodman4 on this and other statistical propertie
of the scattered speckle patterns.

Later on, Fenget al.5 have calculated angular correlatio
effects of both short and long range in scalar waves tra
mitted through a disordered medium. Similar to the pheno
enon addressed in the works quoted above for sin
scattering,3,4 the short-range correlation, called memory e
fect ~ME!, predicts the existence of maxima in the angu
correlation of the speckle patterns when the difference
tween transverse incident wave vectors coincides with
difference between transverse scattered wave vectors
vided that this difference is not too large. The width of th
correlation is, however, considerably smaller for multip
scattered waves than it is for single scattered waves. T
effect, also found for scalar waves in reflection, has b
experimentally confirmed,6 and theoretically corroborated b
means of a real-space approach,7 also predicting a time-
reversed analog8 as a consequence of the reciprocity pr
ciple. The influence of the vectorial nature of the electrom
netic waves on the ME has been subsequently taken
account.9 On the other hand, with regard to random syste
with surface disorder, the angular intensity correlation h
been studied by means of rigorous numerical simulation
550163-1829/97/55~23!/15928~9!/$10.00
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culations of the electromagnetic waves scattered from ro
surfaces for which there exist strong double scattering c
tributions, accounting for the ME~Refs. 10 and 11! and other
enhanced long-range correlations.11,12 Incidentally, a similar
ME has been reported in the double passage of wa
through a random phase screen.13

Most of the above mentioned works deal with infinite
semi-infinite systems, or with finite systems for which t
spatial confinement does not play a relevant role in wa
propagation. Very recently, Freilikheret al.14 predicted in
the case of a disordered, bounded system with a disc
spectrum of eigenmodes the appearance in the mean
tered intensity of satellite peaks in addition to the w
known backscattering peak. The existence of such peaks
also been shown by perturbation theories and numer
simulations of the light scattered from bounded systems w
surface disorder, such as thin dielectric or metallic films w
a randomly rough surface~cf. Refs. 15–17!.

It is our aim in this paper to study theoretically the infl
ence of degenerate time reversal symmetry in the ME of
s- and p-polarized waves scattered from one of su
bounded systems with surface disorder. Particularly, we c
sider a one-dimensionally rough dielectric film deposited
a planar, perfectly conducting substrate. To calculate the
gular intensity correlations, we develop a small amplitu
perturbation theory of the field correlation function val
through terms of fourth order in the surface profile functio
thus taking into account double scattering processes.~The
factorization approximation, valid for short-range corre
tions, is applied in order to relate the intensity correlation
the field correlation.! This perturbation theory will give
physical insight into the effects we are interested in throu
the explicit analytic expressions it provides. Furthermore
has proven successful in describing quantitatively the m
scattered intensity of electromagnetic waves from a rou
dielectric film similar to the one being studied here.18 Inter-
estingly, with respect to the statistical properties of the r
dom surface, it should be mentioned that two power spe
have been analyzed. On the one hand, a Gaussian p
spectrum with a small correlation length that resemb
15 928 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 15 929DEGENERATE OPTICAL MEMORY EFFECT IN . . .
many naturally occurring surface roughnesses and is wid
used in experiments; on the other hand, a rectangular po
spectrum especially designed so that maximum light c
pling into guided waves takes place for a certain range
incidence angles near the normal direction. The latter po
spectrum has been experimentally employed by West
O’Donnell in studies of enhanced backscattering from rou
metal surfaces to maximize the excitation of surface-plasm
polaritons19 ~cf. Ref. 20 for subsequent theoretical work!.

The outline of this paper is the following. In Sec. II, w
describe the dielectric film with a one-dimensional, ra
domly rough surface studied in this work, and the angu
dependence of the intensity correlation of linearly~eithers or
p) polarized electromagnetic waves scattered from the ro
film is calculated perturbatively. The results for the degen
ate ME obtained by the use of this perturbation theory
shown and discussed in Sec. III. The main conclusi
drawn from the results of our calculations are summarize
Sec. IV. An Appendix in which certain results needed in t
perturbation theory are collected concludes this paper.

II. INTENSITY CORRELATION:
PERTURBATION THEORY

Let us consider a dielectric film of mean thicknessd de-
posited on a planar, perfectly conducting substrate occup
the regionx3,2d ~Fig. 1!. The vacuum-dielectric interfac
is a one-dimensional randomly rough surface, whose sur
profile functionz(x1) is a continuous, single-valued functio
of x1, that is differentiable as many times as is necessary
addition,z(x1) is assumed to be a stationary, Gaussian s
chastic process of zero mean. The rms height of the sur
is d5^z2(x1)&

1/2, where the angle brackets denote an av
age over the ensemble of realizations ofz(x1). The Fourier
coefficientẑ(k),

ẑ~k!5E
2`

`

dx1z~x1!exp~2 ikx1!, ~2.1!

is also a Gaussian-random process of zero mean that sat
the following statistical property:

FIG. 1. The rough dielectric film on a perfectly conducting su
strate studied in the present paper.
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^ẑ~k!ẑ~k8!&52pd~k1k8!d2g~ uku!, ~2.2!

g(uku) being the power spectrum of the surface roughnes
We aim to study the angular intensity correlation functi

defined as

C~k i ,k f ;k i8,k f8!5
^DI ~k i ,k f !DI ~k i8,k f8!&

^I ~k i ,k f !&^I ~k i8,k f8!&
, ~2.3!

with DI5I2^I &. This function correlates the speckle inte
sity appearing at the scattering directionk f8, upon impinging
on the rough film at the incidence directionk i8, with that
speckle produced at the scattering directionk f when moving
the incidence tok i ~cf. Fig. 1!.

In what follows, we restrict our analysis tos- and
p-polarized electromagnetic waves of frequencyv, whose
plane of incidence is perpendicular to the generators of
rough surface. Thus no depolarization takes place. Furt
more, the present scattering geometry makes it easier to
plify the formulation by dealing with the only nonzero com
ponent of either the electric vector fors polarization,

E~x;t !5@0,E2~x1 ,x3uv!,0#exp~2 ivt !, ~2.4!

or the magnetic vector forp polarization,

H~x;t !5@0,H2~x1 ,x3uv!,0#exp~2 ivt !. ~2.5!

The field amplitude in the vacuum regionx3.z(x1) can be
written as the sum of the incident beam~a plane wave in this
case! and the scattered field

Fg
.~x1 ,x3uv!5exp@ ikx12 ia0~k,v!x3#

1E
2`

` dp

2p
Rg~puk!exp@ ipx11 ia0~p,v!x3#,

~2.6!

where g5s,p denotes the polarization state an
Fs

.5E2
.(x1 ,x3uv), Fp

.5H2
.(x1 ,x3uv). In Eq. ~2.6!,

a0~p,v!5@~v2/c2!2p2#1/2 p2,~v2/c2! ~2.7a!

5 i @p22~v2/c2!#1/2 p2.~v2/c2!.
~2.7b!

Rg(puk) is the scattering amplitude of a plane wave incide
with wave vectork i[@k,0,a0(k,v)# @and angle of incidence
u i such thatk5(v/c)sinui# into the plane wave componen
with wave vectork f[@p,0,a0(p,v)# @and angle of scatter
ing us such thatp5(v/c)sinus, provided thatupu,v/c].
Expressions similar to Eq.~2.6! can be obtained for the field
amplitude inside the dielectric filmFg

, .
In order to calculate the scattering amplitudes, the bou

ary conditions at the interfacesx352d and x35z(x1) are
imposed onto the field amplitudes in the vacuum half sp
and within the dielectric film.~Note that upon doing so, we
are invoking the Rayleigh hypothesis.! It has been shown in
Refs. 15 and 17 that the resulting coupled integral equati
can be decoupled to yield a single integral equation~reduced
Rayleigh equation! for the scattering amplitude in th
vacuum half-space for each polarizationRg(puk). We pro-
ceed now by postulating that this scattering amplitude ob

-
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15 930 55J. A. SÁNCHEZ-GIL
the following expression, in accordance with the many-bo
perturbation theory formalism:21

Rg~puk!52pd~p2k!Rg
~0!~k,v!

22iGg
~0!~p,v!Ug~puk!Gg

~0!~k,v!a0~k,v!. ~2.8!

Rg
(0)(k,v) is the Fresnel coefficient for the scattering

g-polarized light from a dielectric film deposited on a pe
fectly conducting substrate, when the vacuum/dielectric
dielectric/substrate interfaces are planar and para
Namely,

Rg
~0!~k,v!5

Dg
~2 !~k,v!

Dg
~1 !~k,v!

~2.9!

with

Ds
~6 !~k,v!56 iad~k,v!cosad~k,v!d

1a0~k,v!sinad~k,v!d, ~2.10a!

Dp
~6 !~k,v!5 i eda0~k,v!cosad~k,v!d

6ad~k,v!sinad~k,v!d, ~2.10b!

where

ad~k,v!5@ed~v2/c2!2k2#1/2, k2,ed~v2/c2!
~2.11a!

5 i @k22ed~v2/c2!#1/2, k2.ed~v2/c2!.
~2.11b!

The functionGg
(0)(k,v) is a Green’s function for the sam

dielectric film on a perfectly conducting substrate system

Gs
~0!~k,v!5

isinad~k,v!d

Ds
~1 !~k,v!

; ~2.12a!

Gp
~0!~k,v!5

2edcosad~k,v!d

Dp
~1 !~k,v!

. ~2.12b!

Furthermore, before going on to the calculation of t
transition matrixUg(puk) itself, this transition matrix is pos
tulated to satisfy the equations

Ug~puk!5Vg~puk!1E
2`

` dq

2p
Vg~puq!Gg

~0!~q,v!Ug~quk!

~2.13a!

5Vg~puk!1E
2`

` dq

2p
Ug~puq!Gg

~0!~q,v!Vg~quk!,

~2.13b!
y

d
l.

whereVg(puk) is the reflection potential. This reflection po
tential is related to the scattering amplitude through E
~2.8! and~2.13!, and thus can be shown to satisfy an integ
equation@cf. Eq. ~A12! in Ref. 15 fors polarization, and Eq.
~34! in Ref. 17 forp polarization#, containing the informa-
tion provided by the boundary conditions. These integ
equations constitute the basis of our perturbation theory.
seekVg(puk) as an expansion in powers of the surfac
profile functionz(x1),

Vg~puk!5 (
n51

`

Vg
~n!~puk!, ~2.14!

where the superscript denotes the order of the correspon
term in z(x1). For our purpose, it suffices to consider term
of Vg(puk) through third order, which can be written in th
form:

Vg
~1!~puk!5vg

~1!~puk!ẑ~1!~p2k!, ~2.15a!

Vg
~2!~puk!5E

2`

` dq

2p
vg

~2!~puquk!

3 ẑ ~1!~p2q!ẑ~1!~q2k!, ~2.15b!

Vg
~3!~puk!5E

2`

` dq

2pE2`

` dr

2p
vg

~3!~puqur uk!ẑ~1!~p2q!

3 ẑ ~1!~q2r !ẑ~1!~r2k!, ~2.15c!

where

ẑ ~n!~Q!5E
2`

`

dx1e
2 iQx1zn~x1!. ~2.16!

The functions vg
(1)(puk), vg

(2)(puquk), and vg
(3)(puqur uk)

have been obtained in previous perturbation-theoretic ca
lations of the mean scattered intensity@cf. Eqs.~A14! in Ref.
15 for s polarization, and Eqs.~A1!–~A4! in Ref. 17 forp
polarization#.

Let us write the correlation function~2.3! in terms of the
transition matrixUg(puk). For that purpose, the factorizatio
approximation

^DIDI 8&5u^RgRg8* &u2 ~2.17!

is used. Consequently, with the aid of Eqs.~2.8! and ~2.17!,
the intensity-correlation function is given by
Cg~p,k;p8,k8!5uCE,g~p,k;p8,k8!u2 ~2.18!

5
u^Ug~puk!Ug* ~p8uk8!&1d~p2k!d~p82k8!Bg~k,k8!u2

^uUg~puk!1d~p2k!Ag~k!u2&^uUg~p8uk8!1d~p82k8!Ag~k8!u2&
. ~2.19!
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The particular form of the functionsAg(k) andBg(k,k8) will
not be shown@it can be straightforwardly calculated from
Eqs.~2.3! and~2.8!#, for we will not consider the correlation
between speckle patterns at specular directions. As a m
of fact, for the weakly rough film surfaces dealt with in th
work ~for which the perturbation method indeed holds!, the
specular component of the scattered intensity should
much larger than the diffuse component. Under these
cumstances, the specular speckle patterns become par
developed, leading to strong correlations and low spec
contrast, which have been extensively studied,22,23 and lie
out of the scope of the present work. On the other hand
Eq. ~2.18! we have redefined the intensity correlation fun
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tion as the square modulus of the amplitude correlation fu
tion CE,g(p,k;p8,k8) ~this is precisely the factorization ap
proximation mentioned above!. Strictly speaking, our
perturbation theory is based on the expansion ofCE in pow-
ers of the rough surface height, rather than in the expan
of C itself. By employing Eqs.~2.13!–~2.15! in Eq. ~2.19!,
and keeping terms inCE up to fourth order inz(x1), we are
led to

Cg~p,k;p8,k8!5Cg
ME,diff~p,k;p8,k8!1Cg

ME,spec~p,k;p8,k8!,
~2.20!

with Cg
ME,spec}d(p2k)d(p82k8) accounting for all terms a

specular directions~thus omitted here!, and
Cg
ME,diff~p,k;p8,k8!5d~p2k2~p82k8!!uCE,g

~121!~p,k;p8,k8!1CE,g
~222!L~p,k;p8,k8!1CE,g

~222!C~p,k;p8,k8!

1CE,g
~123!~p,k;p8,k8!u2. ~2.21!
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Equation~2.21! constitutes the main result of this work, an
describes the optical memory effect at nonspecular angle
means of a perturbation theory of the amplitude correlat
function up to fourth order in the surface profile functio
The corresponding terms in the rhs of Eq.~2.21! are given in
the Appendix as a function of the first three terms of t
expansion of the scattering potential in powers ofz(x1) @cf.
Eqs. ~2.15!#, and the Green’s functionGg

(0)(k,v). In Eqs.
~2.21!, CE,g

(121) yields the second-order contribution, an
CE,g
(222)L ,CE,g

(222)C , and CE,g
(123) give the contributions of

fourth order inz(x1) from, respectively, the ladder term, th
maximally crossed term, and the contribution arising fro
the products of first- and third-order terms inUg . In this
regard, it should be mentioned that the intensity correlat
function ~2.21! is completely general and could be appli
~within the validity of the perturbation method! to any other
scattering system provided that the appropriate Green’s fu
tion and scattering potential are taken into account.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We now present results of numerical calculations of
tensity angular correlations on the basis of the perturbat
theoretic analysis described above which has led to E
~2.20! and~2.21!. In particular, we choose a dielectric film o
mean thicknessd5500 nm whose dielectric constant
ed52.68961ı0.0075, deposited on a perfectly conducti
substrate. The wavelength of the incident plane wave
l5632.8 nm. The upper vacuum-dielectric interface is
one-dimensional random surface@cf. Sec. II# with rms height
d515 nm. Two kinds of rough surfaces are considered
cording to their power spectrumg(uku) @cf. Eq. ~2.2!#: A
Gaussian power spectrum~GPS!

g~ uku!5p1/2aexp~2k2a2/4!, ~3.1!

with transverse correlation lengtha5100 nm; and a rectan
gular power spectrum~RPS!
by
n

n

c-

-
n-
s.

is
a

c-

g~ uku!5p~kmax2kmin!
21, ukuP@kmin ,kmax# ~3.2a!

50, uku¹@kmin ,kmax#. ~3.2b!

The RPS has been proposed, and employed experim
tally, by West and O’Donnell19 ~cf. also the subsequent the
oretical work by Maradudinet al.20! in the case of rough
metal surfaces to enhance the roughness-induced couplin
EM waves into surface plasmon polaritons for an adequ
choice of the parameterskmin and kmax ~which depends on
the angle of incidence and the wave vector of the surf
plasmon polariton19,20!. These parameters are chosen in o
case with the aim of enhancing the excitation of GW pola
tons through the surface roughness. For the values ofed ,
d, andl given above, it has been shown in Ref. 15 from t
corresponding dispersion relation that the dielectric wa
guide in the absence of roughness supports twos-polarized
~TE! GWs with wave vectorsq1

(s)5(v/c)1.547 and
q2
(s)5(v/c)1.242. Upon assuming that these values are
significantly perturbed by the presence of roughness,15 the
excitation of both forward and backward propagatingq1

(s)

andq2
(s) is ensured with

kmin5q2
~s!2

v

c
sin10°5

v

c
1.0687, ~3.3a!

kmax5q1
~s!1

v

c
sin10°5

v

c
1.7202, ~3.3b!

for an angle of incidenceuu0u<10°.
Before presenting the perturbation-theoretic results

should be remarked that for these choices for the value
d, l, a, andkmin andkmax, the conditions of both small rms
height ~small parameter in the perturbative expansion of
scattering potentials! and small rms slope~validity of the
Rayleigh hypothesis! are well satisfied. Moreover, the valid
ity of the perturbation-theoretic calculation of the mean sc
tered intensity has been quantitatively proved for a rand
surface with a GPS and similar parameters to those con
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15 932 55J. A. SÁNCHEZ-GIL
ered here by direct comparisons with rigorous numer
simulation calculations, revealing an excellent agreemen18

The angular-correlation functionCg(p,k;p8,k8) given by
Eq. ~2.20! depends on four parametersp,k,p8, andk8, but
the ME condition expressed by the Diracd function in Eq.
~2.21! constrains the number of independent parameter
three. In all the calculations presented below, the refere
angle of incidence is 0°~namely, k850), and the 2p/L
factor arising from thed function is taken into account. Typi
cally, for a fixed value of the reference scattering direct
p8, we scan across the incident directionk of the second
speckle pattern being correlated with the reference one;
ME condition mentioned above then requires th
p5k1p82k8. In Fig. 2, the results for the angular-intensi
correlation are shown in the case ofs polarization and a
rough surface with the RPS@cf. Eqs.~3.2! and~3.3!#. Several
scans inck/v ~ME envelopes! are plotted for different val-
ues ofcp8/v ranging from 0.02 to 0.4. Various peaks appe
in Fig. 2. On the one hand, two absolute maxima (C51) are
seen that obey the following conditions:

k5k8, ~3.4a!

k52p8, ~3.4b!

which reveal the total correlation existing between, resp
tively, identical speckle patterns@Eq. ~3.4a!#, and those
speckle patterns related by time-reversal symmetry@Eq.

FIG. 2. Contribution through fourth order in the surface profi
function to the angular intensity correlation fors-polarized electro-
magnetic waves of wavelengthl5632.8 nm incident on a dielectric
film of mean thicknessd5500 nm lying on a perfectly conductin
substrate. The dielectric constant at that wavelength
e52.68961 i0.0075. The one-dimensional, randomly roug
vacuum-dielectric interface is characterized by the rms he
d515 nm and the rectangular power spectrum defined by Eqs.~3.2!
and ~3.3!. The reference direction of incidence is k850; the varia-
tion of the memory effect envelope (p2k5p82k8) vs k is shown
for different reference scattering directionsp8.
l
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~3.4b!#. In addition, two pairs of small peaks can be observ
in Fig. 2. These pairs consist of two local maxima symme
cally placed about the two large peaks@cf. Eq. ~3.4!#, and
follow the displacement of the latter peaks satisfying t
conditions

k5k86q12q2 , ~3.5a!

k52p86q12q2 ~3.5b!

with q1
(s)2q2

(s)5(v/c)0.305, as mentioned above~recall
also thatk850 in Fig. 2!. These peaks manifest the fact th
a higher correlation in the memory effect is expected
tween speckle patterns stemming from multiple scatter
trajectories mediated by two degenerate GWs when
phase difference between these trajectories vanishes. S
the two GWs have distinct wave vectors, local maxima
found for different incident and scattering directions of t
correlated speckle patterns; these directions are in turn
lated to the difference between the guided wave vec
through Eq. ~3.5a! @condition ~3.5b! arises from time-
reversal symmetry#. This phenomenon is called degenera
optical memory effect. It is analogous in the intensity cor
lation function to the satellite peaks observed in the me
scattered intensity,15,17which, in fact, satisfy Eq.~3.5b! with
p85p. Moreover, the angular width of the degenerate M
peaks ~evaluated in the amplitude correlation function! is
similar to that of the satellite peaks,15 and is indeed related to
the inverse of the GW mean free path. A similar corresp
dence, involving the backscattering and ME peaks for r
dom metal surfaces, has been explicitly studied.24

In light of the preceding discussion, and upon recalli
the precise form of the RPS of the rough surface@cf. Eqs.
~3.2! and~3.3!#, it is also easy to understand why the dege
erate ME peaks corresponding to both the (1) sign in Eq.
~3.5a! and the (2) sign in Eq.~3.5b! disappear in Fig. 2 for
p8.(v/c)sin10°. For these values ofp8, it turns out that
k,2(v/c)sin 10°2(q1

(s)2q2
(s))5kmin2q1

(s)52kmax1q2
(s)

for the (2) peak in Eq.~3.5b!, which makes it unfeasible to
couple the incident light into either GW. In contrast, su
coupling is possible for the (1) peak in Eq. ~3.5a! for
p8.(v/c)sin10°, but the back conversion of the thus e
cited GWs into scattered light is forbidden for the requir
scattering directions p5k1(p82k8).(v/c)sin10°
1(q1

(s)2q2
(s))5kmax2q2

(s)52kmin1q1
(s) . Even though not

all the possible double-scattering trajectories involving
excitation of the two supported GWs are allowed by the R
of the surface roughness, it can be shown that an approp
combination of these trajectories exists for the two spec
patterns being correlated that gives rise to the remain
peaks appearing in Fig. 2.

To gain more insight into the physical origin of the d
generate memory effect, the different contributions to
intensity angular correlation of Fig. 2 can be plotted se
rately. This is done in Fig. 3 as a function o
u05sin21(ck/v) for p85(v/c)0.1. Note that the contribu
tions to Eq.~2.21! arising from both the second-order ter
CE,s
(121) , Eq. ~A1!, and from the fourth-order termCE,s

(123) ,
Eq. ~A4!, vanish for the range of incident and scattering
rections considered in Fig. 3~and also for that of Fig. 2!.
Therefore, only those contributions coming from the ladd
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CE,s
(222)L , Eq. ~A2!, and crossedCE,s

(222)C , Eq. ~A3!, compo-
nents of fourth order are shown in Fig. 3. As expected,
self-correlation ME maximum@cf. Eq. ~3.4a!# and its degen-
erate satellite maxima@cf. Eq. ~3.5a!# are obtained in the
ladder contribution. In contrast, the time-reversed ME ma
mum @cf. Eq. ~3.4b!# and its corresponding degenerate sa
lite maxima @cf. Eq. ~3.5b!# appear only in the maximally
crossed contribution, for this contribution accounts, inde
for the interference effects between a doubly scattered tra
tory of one speckle and the time-reversed partner of ano
trajectory corresponding to the second speckle pattern b
correlated.

In Fig. 4, the perturbation-theoretic results for the inte
sity angular correlation as a function of bothp8 and k
(k850 andp5k1p82k8) are shown as in Fig. 2 but in th
case ofp polarization. The rough surface has a RPS as
scribed in Eqs.~3.2! and ~3.3!. As in the case ofs polariza-
tion, the strongC51 maxima are seen at the expected po
tions Eq.~3.4!. Nevertheless, four degenerate-ME maxim
rather than two, appear symmetrically placed about
former absolute maxima in Fig. 4. This can be understood
looking at the dispersion relation of thep-polarized ~TM!
GWs supported by the dielectric film in the absence
roughness. From the corresponding equation@cf. Eq. ~12! in
Ref. 17#, three TM GWs are found for the values ofed , d,
and l given above:q1

(p)5(v/c)1.612, q2
(p)5(v/c)1.382,

and q3
(p)5(v/c)1.003. Thus one would expect degener

ME maxima at the directions determined by Eqs.~3.5a! and
~3.5b!, but with the wave vectorsqn being any combination
of two of the former three GW polaritons
Dq12

(p)5q1
(p)2q2

(p)5(v/c)0.23, Dq23
(p)5(v/c)0.379, and

Dq13
(p)5(v/c)0.609. Whereas the latter yields peaks outs

the range of Fig. 4@or forbidden for the required GW exci
tation, as is the case of the~1! solution to Eq.~3.5b!#, the

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 forcp8/v50.1, but including only the
fourth-order contributions to the ME envelope arising from the la
der ~dashed curve! and crossed~long-dashed curve! terms. Both the
second-order contribution~1-1! and the fourth-order contribution
from the ~1-3! term vanish. The incident angle along thex axis is
u05sin21(ck/v).
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first two combinations give rise to the eight degenerate M
peaks that are observed therein. Note that these peaks
weaker than those fors polarization, as expected from th
fact that the roughness-induced light coupling into TE GW
is stronger than that into TM modes.

It should be remarked that the results presented thus
have been obtained for a random rough surface with a R
that enhances the excitation of GWs and suppresses
lowest-order contribution to the intensity angular corre
tions. In this manner, the predicted degenerate ME pe
originated in the double~or higher! scattering contributions
have been neatly reproduced in the perturbation-theor
calculations previously shown, despite the smoothness~small
d/l) of the surface. Thus it would be interesting to sho
whether these peaks can be seen when a strong single
tering contribution is present.

To this end, the intensity angular correlation@Eq. ~2.21!#
is now calculated for a rough surface with a GPS~3.1!. The
resulting ME envelopes are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 fors and
p polarization, respectively, with the same conventions as
Figs. 2 and 4. Unlike in Figs. 2 and 4 for the RPS, in Figs
and 6 ~GPS! the expected degenerate ME peaks@cf. Eqs.
~3.5!# and theC51 maxima@cf. Eqs.~3.4!# rise over a high
correlation background which is basically due to the seco
order single scattering contributionCE,g

(121) , Eq. ~A1!. This is
corroborated in Fig. 7, where we plot the contributions to
s-polarized ME envelope~see Fig. 5 forcp8/v50.1) com-
ing from the terms in the amplitude correlation of seco
order,CE,s

(121) ~A1!, and of fourth order: ladderCE,s
(222)L ~A2!,

crossedCE,s
(222)C ~A3!, and~1–3! CE,s

(123) ~A4!. Note that, as
in Fig. 3, the interference terms resulting from the squ
modulus in Eq.~2.21! have not been included; thus the su
of all the contributions in Figs. 3 and 7 needn’t be equal
Cs
ME,diff . In Fig. 7 it is clearly seen that, as expected, t

maximum atk5k8 and the corresponding degenerate M
peaks@cf. Eqs.~3.5a!# are given by the ladder contribution
whereas the maximally crossed contribution accounts

-

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 but forp polarization.
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those peaks following the conditions~3.4b! and~3.5b!. Inter-
estingly enough, in spite of the strong single scattering c
tribution as compared to the double scattering one~as re-
quired for the validity of the perturbation theory!, the various
peaks appearing in the latter are still easily distinguisha
from the structure-less background. Also in contrast to
results for the RPS~see Figs. 2 and 4!, with the use of the
GPS, which is a smooth function of the wave vector, none
the degenerate ME peaks exhibit a sharp cutoff for cer
value ofp8 ~see Figs. 5 and 6!. On the other hand, the sma
dips observed in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 result from the normali
tion of the correlation function by the mean scattered int

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2 but for a random rough surface wit
Gaussian power spectrum@cf. Eq. ~3.1!# with a5100 nm.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but forp polarization.
-

le
e

f
in

-
-

sity, which displays degenerate backscattering, sate
peaks precisely at such positions.15,17

It should be mentioned that the ME peak and its tim
reversed partner@Eqs. ~3.4!# shown in Figs. 2-7 have the
same origin as the degenerate ME peaks, but require tha
same GW be involved in the double scattering paths und
going interference@cf. Eqs.~3.5! for q15q2#. ~Consequently,
only one GW polariton is needed for them to appea!
Strictly speaking, these peaks are only fourth-order corr
tions in the amplitude correlation function to the entire M
In the case of the RPS, it has been demonstrated that
second-order term vanishes. Nonetheless, this does not o
for the GPS, for which a strong second-order contribution
present~see Figs. 5, 6, and 7!. This second order, single
scattering contribution yields, in fact, a large memory effe
centered at the positions~3.4! that decays so slowly withk
that the decrease is hardly appreciable within the ang
range of Figs. 5, 6, and 7. This behavior manifests the str
speckle correlation, even for large angular separations, in
light scattered from very smooth surfaces for which t
single scattering contribution predominates; it was repor
for perfectly conducting, slowly varying surfaces in Ref.
long before the term ‘‘memory effect’’ was coined.5

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have found alternative features in
angular dependence of the intensity correlation funct
C(p,k;p8,k8) of the scattered electromagnetic waves in
system consisting of a dielectric film with a one-dimension
randomly rough surface deposited on a planar, perfectly c
ducting substrate. To study the angular intensity correlat
a perturbation theory of the angular amplitude correlat
through terms up to fourth order in the surface profile fun
tion z(x1) has been developed for boths andp polarization

a

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 5 but only forcp8/v50.1. The incident
angle along thex axis isu05sin21(ck/v). The second-order contri
bution ~dotted curve!, and the fourth-order contributions arisin
from the ladder~dashed curve!, crossed~long dashed curve!, the
~1-3! ~dash-dot curve! terms are shown separately, as well as t
total C ~solid curve!, in a logarithmic scale.
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@cf. Eqs.~2.20!, ~2.21!, and~A1!–~A4!#. This amplitude cor-
relation, whose square modulus is the intensity correla
when the factorization approximation is invoked, is nonze
only for p2k5p82k8 ~also known as ME condition!. The
mean thickness of the film must be such that, in the abse
of roughness, it supports at least two degenerate GW po
tons which have different values of their wave numbers a
given frequency of the incoming beam. Two different pow
spectra of the rough surface have been considered: a
angle ~RPS! centered about the guided wave numbers t
enhances the light coupling for near normal incidence, an
slowly varying ~small correlation length! Gaussian~GPS!.

Under these circumstances, for each possible combina
of two GWs, we observe two satellite peaks symmetrica
placed about the ME maximum, and other two satellite pe
symmetrically placed about the time-reversed ME maximu
The positions of these peaks are predicted by Eqs.~3.5a! and
~3.5b!, respectively, which result from a simple argume
based on the phase coherence condition for multiply s
tered trajectories mediated by degenerate GW polarito
This phenomenon is referred to as degenerate memory ef
It has been confirmed by our perturbation-theoretic calcu
tions for boths polarization, in the case that the dielectr
film supports two TE GWs for the choice of scattering p
rameters, and forp polarization, supporting three TM GW
for the same parameters. The degenerate ME peaks are l
for s polarization than those forp polarization, as expecte
from the fact that the roughness-induced coupling i
guided waves is stronger for the former. The same argum
given above, but involving only one GW, explains the ex
tence of similar peaks as a multiple scattering contribution
the intensity correlation function at the positions of the abo
mentioned ME maximum and its time reversed partner@cf.
Eqs.~3.4a! and~3.4b!, respectively#. The analysis of the vari-
n
o

ce
ri-
a
r
ct-
t
a

on
y
s
.

t
t-
s.
ct:
-

-

ger

o
nt
-
o
e

ous contributions through terms of fourth order to the amp
tude correlation function reveals that those peaks at the
sitions ~3.4a! and~3.5a! stem from the ladder term, wherea
the maximally crossed term yields those at the positio
~3.4b! and ~3.5b!.

The degenerate ME is enhanced for the rough surf
with the RPS, as are all the double scattering effects, s
no second-order, single scattering contribution is present.
the other hand, for the rough surface with the GPS, the
generate ME peaks are less clearly observed, for they ap
superimposed to the strong single scattering backgrou
which in turn accounts for the weakly decaying ME expec
for such a smooth rough surface. From the experime
point of view, it would be much simpler to observe the d
generate ME by the use of a one-dimensionally-rough die
tric film with the appropriate RPS, as has been done in R
19 for the study of the backscattering peak from rough me
surfaces involving the excitation of surface-plasmon pola
tons. In the case of the GPS with a small correlation len
~in terms of the wavelength!, the degenerate ME could b
observed more easily fors-polarized electromagnetic wave
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APPENDIX

The contributions to the amplitude correlation functio
through terms of fourth order in the surface profile functio
Eq. ~2.21!, can be written in the form
CE,g
~121!~p,k;p8,k8!5Ld2g~ up2ku!vg

~1!~puk!@vg
~1!~p8uk8!#* , ~A1!

CE,g
~222!L~p,k;p8,k8!5Ld4E

2`

` dq

2p
g~ up2qu!g~ uq2ku!xg

~222!~puquk;p8uq2k1k8uk8!, ~A2!

CE,g
~222!C~p,k;p8,k8!5Ld4E

2`

` dq

2p
g~ up2qu!g~ uq2ku!xg

~222!~puquk;p8uk2q1p8uk8!, ~A3!

CE,g
~123!~p,k;p8,k8!5Ld4@Cg~p,k;p8,k8!1Cg* ~p8,k8;p,k!#, ~A4!

where

Cg~p,k;p8,k8!5g~ up82k8u!@vg
~1!~p8uk8!#* E

2`

` dq

2p
$g~ up2qu!xg

~123!~puqupuk!1g~ uq2ku!@xg
~123!~pukuquk!

1xg
~123!~pup2k1ququk!#%; ~A5!

the functionsxg
(222) andxg

(123) in the integrals of Eqs.~A2! and ~A3!, and Eq.~A5!, respectively, are given by

x~222!~puquk;p8uq8uk8!5vg
~2!~puquk!@vg

~2!~p8uq8uk8!#*1v ~2!~puquk!@vg
~1!~p8uq8!G0~q8,v!vg

~1!~q8uk8!#*

1vg
~1!~puq!G0~q,v!vg

~1!~quk!@v ~2!~p8uq8uk8!#*1vg
~1!~puq!G0~q,v!vg

~1!~quk!

3@vg
~1!~p8uq8!G0~q8,v!vg

~1!~q8uk8!#* , ~A6!
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xg
~123!~puquq8uk!5vg

~3!~puquq8uk!1vg
~2!~puquq8!G0~q8,v!vg

~1!~q8uk!1vg
~1!~puq!G0~q,v!vg

~2!~quq8uk!

1vg
~1!~puq!G0~q,v!vg

~1!~quq8!G0~q8,v!vg
~1!~q8uk!. ~A7!

The functionsvg
(1) ,vg

(2) , andvg
(3) , as mentioned in the text, have been calculated in Ref. 15@cf. Eqs.~A14!# for s polarization,

and in Ref. 17@cf. Eqs.~A1!–~A4!# for p polarization.
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